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Imperialism And Its Impact On Society Essay. Words | 6 Pages. Response 1 : Imperialism Gaining complete dominance
within a society can be viewed as a.

It seems to be a natural consequence of societies growing in size, power, and knowledge. Nonwesterners
eventually adapted to belief in western superiority. Losing their countries and independence, Africa was being
transformed by the Europeans. Missionaries who built schools and hospitals helped spread western ethnicity.
Lenin portrayed Imperialism as the closure of the world market and the end of capitalist free-competition that
arose from the need for capitalist economies to constantly expand investment, material resources and
manpower in such a way that necessitated colonial expansion. To build a strong empire, a nation must use
their military power to conquer a weaker nation, take the supplies and goods to support the mother nation, and
use the supplies and goods to benefit your own empire by conquering even more empires. It began in the mids
and ended in the early twentieth century. These nations were after raw materials in Asia, Africa, and South
America and when they realize that they could not retrieve it, they began to colonize smaller counties that
contain the many resources they need and used it for their benefit. However, scandal after scandal regarding
very badly mistreated labour led the international community to force the government of Belgium to take it
over in , and it became much less profitable. Therefore, Orwell, a white man is being treated disrespectfully by
the Burmese which allows him to hate his job and British Empire, the root of everything. Homes and property
were transferred to the authority of the British and the natives could not do anything about it. The main
motives that drove colonization and imperialism were belief in European superiority and industrialization or
modernization. And was this effect advantageous or injurious to the women themselves? The Europeans did
this for three main reasons, which were for God, Gold, and Glory. Innocent people were enslaved, forced to
work all day long under no other options. But how is it that they possessed these things and others did not? It
was invested abroad because lower wages paid the workers overseas made for higher profits and higher rates
of return, compared to domestic wages. It brought modernized technology and certain reforms, while it also
introduced racist laws, enforced harsh labors, and ruined the economies of many colonies. To an extent, the
imperialists did improve the infrastructure by way of railroads and ports , but on the whole, the Europeans
ruled the colonized peoples of Africa and Asia a sense of racial superiority and propensity to violently subdue
any native unrest. Goods were produced cheaper and gave a wider assortment, which wiped out Indian
neighbors, who made hand made cloth. Great Britain took the lead in establishing systematic imperial
possessions in African and Asia.


